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Exploiting multi-dimensional quantum walks as feasible platforms for quantum computation and
quantum simulation is attracting constantly growing attention from a broad experimental physics
community. Here, we propose a two-dimensional quantum walk scheme with a single-qubit coin that
presents, in the considered regimes, a strong localization-like effect on the walker. The result could
provide new possible directions for the implementation of quantum algorithms or from the point of
view of quantum simulation. We characterize the localization-like effect in terms of the parameters
of a step-dependent qubit operation that acts on the coin space after any standard coin operation,
showing that a proper choice can guarantee a non-negligible probability of finding the walker in the
origin even for large times. We finally discuss the robustness to imperfections, a qualitative relation
with coherences behavior, and possible experimental realizations of this model with the current
state-of-the-art settings.
The field of quantum computation and quantum sim-
ulation has been recently driven to a new rising edge by
the experimental realization of quantum walks in vari-
ous setups, highlighting that different physical systems
can be adapted for the implementation of these models.
In particular, optical systems have shown their full po-
tential, allowing the experimental demonstration of two-
dimensional quantum walks for the first time [1, 2], even
if several further progresses will surely be obtained also
in the other physical scenarios that have been already
exploited for the one-dimensional case [3, 4]. It is ex-
pected that striking results will be experimentally found
when the technology will allow proper control of two- or
multi-dimensional models.
From the theoretical point of view, the interest in
two-dimensional quantum walks has been boosted by
the fact that, differently from the one-dimensional ver-
sion, higher-dimensional schemes (i.e., walkers moving
on structures with dimension larger than one) can be
exploited for the efficient implementation of quantum
search algorithms [5]. In particular, the Grover walk
has been intensively studied due to its localization fea-
ture [6]. It has been proved that the non-localized case of
the Grover walk can be simulated by a walk (sometimes
denoted as alternate quantum walk) where the require-
ment of a higher dimensionality of the coin space is sub-
stituted with the alternance of the directions in which
the walker can move [7]. Moreover, from the point of
view of quantum simulation, increasing the dimension of
the lattice on which the walker can move clearly enriches
the class of complex systems that can be simulated.
In the quest for more feasible quantum walk models,
an important step forward is presented in this paper: a
strong localization-like effect (i.e., a behavior that re-
minds, in the investigated time range, the localization
as defined in Ref. [6]) can be indeed obtained in the
modified version of the alternate quantum walk proposed
here. This result could pave the way for adapting this
scheme to the realization of quantum algorithms or quan-
tum simulation, providing a clear advantage in terms of
experimental resources. After a short introduction on
the quantum walk studied in this paper, we characterize
it in terms of its relevant parameters and show that a
proper choice can guarantee a non-negligible probability
of finding the walker in the origin even for large times.
We consider how imperfections spoil this effect, in order
to make our investigation closer to realistic implementa-
tions. We then hint at a qualitative relation between the
ability of the system to localize and the behavior of coher-
ences established in the state of the particles performing
a two-particle equivalent scheme of the walk, which in
turns provides information on the way correlations are
set up between them. We finally discuss the possible
experimental realization of this model with the current
state-of-the-art settings in linear optics and cold-atom
devices.
Let us consider a quantum system with two degrees of
freedom, and thus described by a vector in the composite
Hilbert space H = HW ⊗ HC . The coin space HC is a
two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by {|0〉, |1〉} and
the walker space HW is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space spanned by {|x, y〉}, with x and y assuming all
possible integer values. We take as a basis of this space
H the set {|x, y, c〉}, with |x, y, c〉 = |x, y〉W ⊗|c〉C ; x and
y could denote, for instance, the position of a particle
(walker) along the x and y directions, respectively, while
|c〉C is an internal two-level degree of freedom. From now
on, we consider |0, 0〉W as the initial state of our walker,
and |+y〉C = (|0〉C + i|1〉C)/
√
2 as the coin one. The
last assumption is just for the sake of clarity and is not
necessary, as we will point out later on that our results
are independent of the initial state of the coin.
The evolution of the system is given by a sequence
of conditional shift, coin operations, and phase gates.
2The effect of the two different conditional shift operations
Sˆx =
∑
i,j∈Z |i− 1, j, 0〉〈i, j, 0|+
∑
i,j∈Z |i+ 1, j, 1〉〈i, j, 1|
and Sˆy =
∑
i,j∈Z |i, j − 1, 0〉〈i, j, 0| +
∑
i,j∈Z |i, j +
1, 1〉〈i, j, 1| is to move the walker on a two-dimensional
plane, in a way that depends on the coin state. If we la-
bel the position in the x and y directions with increasing
numbers from left to right and from bottom to top, re-
spectively, Sˆx moves the walker one step to the left (right)
when the coin-component is in the state |0〉C (|1〉C) and
Sˆy moves the walker one step down (up) when the coin-
component is in the state |0〉C (|1〉C). Our coin opera-
tion (acting only on the coin space) is the Hadamard gate
Hˆ = 1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, as in the original quantum walk [8].
In order to include some dependence on the (discrete)
time (similarly to what has been done in Ref. [9]) in
the single walk step, we also introduce the phase gate
Pˆφ(t) =
(
e−i
φ
2
t 0
0 ei
φ
2
t
)
, with t the corresponding time
step of the quantum walk [also Pˆφ(t) acts only on the coin
space]. A single time step consists here of two Hadamard
operations, two phase gates and two movements on the
x and y directions, according to the sequence: coin op-
eration - phase gate - movement on x - coin operation -
phase gate - movement on y.
Let us first consider the case where both the phase
gates (the one before the movement on x and the one
before the movement on y) have the same φ. We are
interested in the spatial probability distribution after a
fixed number of steps, that can be obtained by tracing
out the state of the coin. In particular, we want to in-
vestigate the probability to find the walker in the ori-
gin, and check if it quickly decreases with time, or any
localization-like effect is present. Fig. 1(a) shows this
probability for different values of φ (we have investigated
several other random values of φ, finding always a similar
behavior). For comparison, let us remember that in the
case φ = 0 (i.e., the standard alternate quantum walk)
this probability is a non-increasing function of the time.
However, for φ 6= 0, there are peaks showing a return of
the walker in the origin.
It would be interesting to check the walker behavior for
long times. In order to do that, we consider the average
return probability P¯ (i.e., the probability to be in the
origin after a certain number of steps t, averaged over
t or, more precisely, over t/2, as the probability is zero
for all odd steps). We plot it against t in Fig. 1(b), for
the same values of φ as in Fig. 1(a). We can notice that
the average probability rapidly goes to zero. Also in this
case, we have investigated several random values of φ,
finding always a similar behavior.
Due to the freedom given by the fact that the scheme
investigated here separates the movement on x and y, an-
other possibility is clearly to have different phase gates
before the two movements, i.e., having different φ. Let
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1: (a) Probability to find the walker in the origin,
against the total number of time steps t, for values of φ equal
to pi/6 (black line), pi/4 (red dashed line), pi/3 (blue dotted
line). Only the even time steps are shown, as the probability
is zero for all odd steps. (b) Average probability to find the
walker in the origin, against the total number of time steps
t, for values of φ equal to pi/6 (black line), pi/4 (red dashed
line), pi/3 (blue dotted line).
us define φx (φy) the angle in the phase gate before the
movement on x (movement on y). We can therefore in-
vestigate the whole region of the φx−φy plane and check
for strong localization-like effects. In order to do that, as
a reasonable trade-off between the computational power
required by the simulation and the readability of the plot,
we fix the total number of steps to t = 40 and study
the average return probability against the two angles, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). From these results (as well as from
other results that we have obtained for different values of
the total number of steps t) we have found that the max-
imal values are reached when only one of the two φ’s is
different from zero. Moreover, the average probability is
symmetric with respect to φx ↔ 2pi− φx, φy ↔ 2pi− φy,
and φx ↔ φy.
If we want to find the proper choice of φ parameters in
order to maximize the localization-like effect, and then
study its long-time behavior, we can thus just fix one
of the φ’s equal to zero (in the following investigation,
we choose φy = 0), and vary the other. This will allow
us to reduce the number of parameters and investigate
longer times. We plot the obtained results in Fig. 2(b),
3(a)
(b)
FIG. 2: (a) Average probability to find the walker in the
origin, for a total number of time steps t = 40, against the
values of φx and φy. (b) Average probability to find the
walker in the origin, for a total number of time steps t = 100
and φy = 0, against the values of φx.
where also more points have been taken for the values of
φx. The total number of steps is t = 100, in this case.
We notice that there are wide regions where the average
return probability is much larger than the value corre-
sponding to φx = φy = 0 (i.e., the stardard alternate
quantum walk, for which the value is around 0.006). For
comparison, for the same number of time steps, when
φx = φy 6= 0 (the case analyzed previously), the aver-
age return probability never goes above 0.1. We have
already evidence that this choice (φx 6= 0, φy = 0) could
guarantee a strong localization-like effect.
We thus take the value for which we have the maximum
at t = 100 (φx = 19pi/25) and we plot, in Fig. 3(a), the
average return probability against t [as done in Fig. 1(b)]
for this case. The difference is evident: the probability
does not go rapidly to zero and remains high for a very
long time. It is interesting to notice that a localization-
like effect has been observed in one-dimensional quan-
tum walk with periodic coin operation as well [9]. In
that case, the effect was just a transition behavior before
the walker started to spread. One could speculate that
the same happens also in two- or higher-dimensional al-
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3: (a) Average probability to find the walker in the
origin, against the total number of time steps t, for φx =
19pi/25 and φy = 0. (b) Average probability to find the
walker in the origin, against the total number of time steps
t, for a value of φx = (1 + δ)φ0, φ0 = 19pi/25, δ sampled
at each time step from a uniform distribution in the range
[−10−2, 10−2], and φy = 0. The black line corresponds to
time-dependent disorder, the red dashed line corresponds to
position-dependent disorder, the blue dotted line corresponds
to disorder depending both on position and time.
ternate quantum walks. However, simulating extremely
long times for these models is very demanding in terms
of computational power. Moreover, the transition time
could be several orders of magnitude larger than any time
that can be reached in realistic implementations so, for
all practical purposes, here we are more interested in long
times than in asymptotic limits. We have also extended
the analysis for finding the best parameter in the phase
gate to the one-dimensional case, as it was not done be-
fore. We obtained, even in this case, a behavior simi-
lar to that presented in Fig. 2(b). A localization effect
(or also a localization-like effect for a sufficiently long
transition period) could strikingly widen the possible ap-
plications of the alternate quantum walk. It is worth
stressing here that, even if all these results have been
calculated by considering the initial state of the coin as
|+y〉C = (|0〉C + i|1〉C)/
√
2, we have checked also the
case of other initial coin states. We have found that the
average return probability does not depend on the ini-
tial state of the coin and therefore our results can be
4straightforwardly extended to any of them.
If the model has to be used for realistic implementa-
tion, it is clearly necessary to analyze how robust it is
against imperfections. A systematic error in the value of
φx will not strongly affect the localization-like effect, as
it can be already noticed in Fig. 2(b). Even if the value
of φx is not exactly the one corresponding to the max-
imum, wide regions of φx give reasonable return prob-
ability. The other possibility is that the error on φx is
not systematic. For instance, at each time step the angle
could assume a value equal to (1 + δ)φ0, where φ0 is the
ideal value and δ is a random variable taking into account
possible inaccuracies. In order to check the robustness,
we have thus studied the return probability by sampling
δ at each time step from a uniform distribution in the
range [−0.01, 0.01] (corresponding to a possible error up
to 1% of the optimal value). We present the results, av-
eraged over 100 trails, in Fig. 3(b).
There are two regions that can be distinguished in the
plot. The first one is for short times, where the peri-
odicity in the operation acting on the coin space keeps
the return probability quite high, very close to the opti-
mal value in Fig. 3(a). Then, in the second region, the
probability starts to decay, due to the effect of random-
ization of the phase angle. The value is still higher than
the standard alternate quantum walk, but the probability
clearly goes to zero for long times. This can be somehow
understood by considering that disorder in the standard
quantum walk coin operation can have some localization
effect as well [10, 11]. However, three different kinds of
disorder can appear: one only depending on the time
(i.e., a fixed randomization at each time step, similarly
to what we have considered previously), one only on the
position (i.e., a fixed randomization at each position of
the lattice on which the walker is moving), and one on
both. In particular, only the second gives rise to Ander-
son localization effects, even if the other two still have
localization effects. In all the three cases, however, the
probability to find the walker in the origin goes to zero
for the time going to infinity. We first want to point out
that the case investigated here differs from what studied
in the references mentioned above because the disorder
in this model is just in the phase gate and not in the
general coin operation. However, for the sake of com-
pleteness, we have studied the other two cases along the
lines of the investigation in Refs. [10, 11] (i.e., δ only de-
pending on the position, and δ depending on both time
and position) and reported also these results in Fig. 3(b)
(red dashed and blue dotted lines, respectively).
It could be interesting to compare the localization phe-
nomenon to the behavior of coherences established be-
tween the particles performing a two-particle equivalent
scheme of the walk. As described in Ref. [12], the al-
ternate quantum walk can also been seen from a differ-
ent point of view: two particles both moving on a line,
not interacting directly but sharing a common degree of
freedom, embodied by the coin. The one-dimensional
movement of the first particle corresponds to the shift
of the original walker on the x direction, and the one-
dimensional movement of the second particle to the shift
of the original walker on the y direction. Intuitively, one
expects that the achievement of localization in the al-
ternate walk would affect the way the two walkers are
able to correlate each other, establishing some form of
localization-radius. The amount of coherences between
them could be linked to the dimension of an effective
position Hilbert space. In turn, this would be reflected
in the way off-diagonal elements in the two-walker den-
sity matrix are populated as the number of steps in our
process grows.
In order to provide a quantitative assessment of such
expectations, we have studied the behavior of the quan-
tity C = ‖ρW − ρW,x ⊗ ρW,y‖ with ‖A‖ = Tr
√
A†A the
trace-norm of an operator A, ρW the density matrix of
the walkers, and ρW,k (k = x, y) its reduction for the
walker along the k axis. We dub C as the coherence norm.
By providing the sum of the moduli of the off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix ρW , the coherence norm
is adopted, in our study, as a quantifier of the global be-
havior of walker-walker coherences. Notice that a very
recent investigation has put forward similar tools as gen-
uine measures of coherence in a quantum system [13]. We
have compared the trend followed by the coherence norm
for three different arrangements of the walk, namely one
case of strong localization (φx = 19pi/25, φy = 0, black
line), one case of weak localization (φx = pi/4, φy = 0,
red dashed line), and one case of no-localization (φx = 0,
φy = 0, blue dotted line). The results, presented in
Fig. 4, show that C displays rather distinctive features
and confirm our predictions (we have investigated several
other random values of φx and φy, finding always a sim-
ilar behavior), suggesting in a quantitative and measur-
able way a strong connection between the phenomenol-
ogy of inter-walker coherences and the features of the
walk itself.
Let us now discuss possible experimental implemen-
tations of this model. The standard alternate quantum
walk has been recently realized in a optical loop setup [2].
In order to obtain the model proposed here, we should
add a phase gate after the first coin operation (denoted
as “coin 1” in Figure 1 of Ref. [2]). This can be imple-
mented by means of an electro-optic modulator (EOM),
as done in Ref. [11] for demonstrating the effects of dis-
order in one-dimensional case. As shown in Ref. [11],
the EOM can be properly programed in order to change
the phases between single steps of the quantum walk,
therefore allowing the dependency of the phase gate op-
eration on the time step, as required in the proposed
model. Clearly, this time-dependent alternate quantum
walk can also be realized in any other physical setups
suitable for the standard alternate version. For instance,
when an alternate quantum walk will be implemented by
510 20 30 40 t
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
C
FIG. 4: Coherence norm against the total number of time
steps t, for φx = 19pi/25, φy = 0 (black line), φx = pi/4,
φy = 0 (red dashed line), and φx = 0, φy = 0 (blue dotted
line).
means of neutral atoms in optical lattices, along the lines
of the one-dimensional experiment in Ref. [3], the only
change to obtain the model studied here will be in the
operation acting on the internal degree of freedom (i.e.,
in the pulse allowing transitions between the considered
hyperfine levels of the atoms).
We have studied a time-dependent alternate quan-
tum walk obtaining, in the considered regimes, a strong
localization-like effect on the walker. We have investi-
gated this behavior and found the optimal strategy to
enhance it. This could pave the way for adapting the
scheme to the realization of feasible quantum algorithms,
providing a clear advantage in terms of experimental re-
sources. Moreover, it opens new possible directions for
enlarging the class of complex systems that can be simu-
lated by this quantum model. We have also shown that
the walk presented here can be experimentally imple-
mented with the current state-of-the-art technology and
therefore we expect that these results will be experimen-
tally demonstrated in a very near future.
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